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QUESTION 1

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator has given permissions to team members to access their own admin partition, so they
can add resources for different departments and manage them without making changes to the default NetScaler
partition and configuration. 

One team member was trying to use the command-line interface to trouble an authentication issue and could NOT use
aaad.debug. However, the team member has full permissions on the admin partition. 

What can be the cause of this issue? 

A. The team member needs to troubleshoot the issue form the GUI. 

B. The team member does NOT have Shell access by design. 

C. The team member does NOT have permission to use the CLI. 

D. The team member is NOT using the CLI correctly. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator is managing a Citrix ADC SDX running eight Citrix ADC instances. The administrator
first needs to upgrade the firmware on the instances. However, the administrator is concerned that it needs to be done
all at once. 

What upgrading flexibility does SDX provide in this scenario? 

A. The Citrix ADC instance can be upgraded at the SDX management level, allowing all instances to be upgraded at
once. 

B. The Citrix ADC instances have to be upgraded at the same time. 

C. The Citrix ADC instance can be upgraded on an individual basis, allowing all instances to run different firmware
versions. 

D. It is NOT possible to upgrade the Citrix ADC instances to different firmware versions. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three Unified Gateway elements can be configured by the Unified Gateway Wizard? (Choose three.) 

A. Responder policy for HTTP to HTTPS redirect 

B. A primary and any optional secondary authentication configuration 

C. The Unified Gateway primary virtual server 
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D. Rewrite policy for HTTP to HTTPS redirect 

E. An SSL Server Certificate for the Unified Gateway virtual server 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/netscaler-gateway/12/unified-gateway.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator needs to add 10 new servers to an existing server farm. The new servers are configured
to serve the same applications and connections and are twice the capacity of the existing servers. The administrator
wants to ensure that they are being fully utilized. Currently in the environment, the default load-balancing method is
being used. 

To ensure that only the 10 new servers are receiving twice the connections of the old servers without changing the load
balancing to the rest of the environment, the administrator needs to add a weight of _________ to the services attached
to the ________ servers. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. 2; new 

B. 2; old 

C. 50; old 

D. 50; new 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two options should a Citrix Administrator consider when adding a secondary device in a high availability (HA)
pair? (Choose two.) 

A. The Independent Network Configuration (INC) mode should be enabled. 

B. Both the devices should have different SNIP addresses. 

C. The nsroot password should be the same on both nodes. 

D. HA Monitoring should be disabled on all the unused interfaces. 

E. Configure the HA status of the Primary Node as STAYPRIMARY. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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